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Russell T Davies Quotes

       You are worthy of love and respect. You are beautiful, gifted, and
intelligent. Don't let the storm make you forget it. 
~Russell T Davies

Wilf: God bless the cactuses! The Doctor: That's cactI. Alien: And that's
racist! 
~Russell T Davies

There's one tiny little gap in the universe left, just about to close. And it
takes a lot of power to send this projection. I'm in orbit around a
supernova. I'm burning up a sun just to say good bye. 
~Russell T Davies

Anything works, as long as you write it properly. 
~Russell T Davies

I would rather be confused for 10 minutes than bored for 5 seconds. 
~Russell T Davies

There's nothing better than a party that turns into a death trap. 
~Russell T Davies

Doctor Who: You want weapons? We're in a library. Books are the best
weapon in the world. This room's the greatest arsenal we could have.
Arm yourself! (from Tooth and Claw in Season 2) 
~Russell T Davies

I love having debates with people when they are debates but some
people, you just can't. Some people shouldn't be given the oxygen. 
~Russell T Davies

I am the Bad Wolf. I create myself. I take the words. I scatter them... in
time, and space. A message to lead myself here. 
~Russell T Davies
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I saw the Fall of Troy! World War Five! I was pushing boxes at the
Boston Tea Party! Now I'm gonna die in a dungeon.... [disgustedly] in
Cardiff! 
~Russell T Davies

Captain Jack: Rose, you are worth fighting for. [Jack kisses Rose
passionately] Captain Jack: Wish I'd never met you, Doctor, I was much
better off as a coward. [Jack kisses the Doctor the same way] 
~Russell T Davies

Rose Tyler: Can't you come through properly? The Doctor: Then the
whole thing would fracture. The two universes would collapse. Rose
Tyler: So? 
~Russell T Davies

Rose:i love you Doctor:Quite right, and i guess if it's my last chance to
say it... Rose Tyler... (the doctor fades, him in his TARDIS, with tear
tracks and a tear running down his cheek) 
~Russell T Davies

I dread the day I leave [Doctor Who], because then I'll have to go back
to writing bedrooms and offices and pubs. And maybe a field, if I'm
lucky. 
~Russell T Davies

[David Tennant's] Doctor has such humanity, he seems to understand
us and he's very warm, so he's a comforting Doctor to be with, and he
enables us to be slightly scarier than we had been. 
~Russell T Davies

I hate the idea that I have to represent any particular section of society;
I just write good telly, that's all. 
~Russell T Davies
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The Doctor: Rose... before I go, I just want to tell you: you were
fantastic. Absolutely fantastic. And do you know what? [Pause] So was
I! 
~Russell T Davies

*Throwing bread out of door* AND STAY OUT! 
~Russell T Davies
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